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Warning

Interaction: please ask questions 
during my talks; interruptions are 
welcome.

If you really want to understand an 
algorithm, it is helpful to implement it: 
sage, NTL, fplll, etc.



Math References

Siegel’s Lectures on the Geometry of 
Numbers (Springer).


Venkatesh’s Stanford lecture notes on 
geometry of numbers.



What is a Lattice?

An infinite arrangement of 
“regularly spaced” points



What is a Lattice?

A linear deformation of Zn.

Let B be a non-singular n x n matrix.

The lattice spanned by the basis B is 
L=Zn B.

2 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 2 0
1 1 1 1 1



Euclidean Lattices

Consider Rn as a Euclidean space: let <u,v> 
be the dot product and ||w|| be the norm.


A lattice is a discrete subgroup L of Rn:       
∀v∈L ∃r>0 s.t. L∩Ball(v,r)={v}                         
dim(L)=rank(L)=dim(span(L))


Ex: Zn and its subgroups.
O



Exercises

Show that for any lattice L of Rⁿ:

∃r>0 s.t. ∀v∈L, L∩Ball(v,r) = {v}.


L is closed.


∀r>0 and x∈Rⁿ,  L∩Ball(x,r) is finite. In 
particular, L has shortest non-zero 
vectors.

L is countable.



Examples

Let L be a lattice in Rⁿ.


Let E be a subspace of Rⁿ.

Is E∩L a lattice?


Let L’ be another lattice in Rⁿ.

Is L∩L’ a lattice?


Is L∪L’ a lattice?



Notation: Linear Combinations

For any vectors b1,…,bn ∈ Rm,             
let L(b1,…,bn) denote their Z-span.


L(b1,…,bn) = Zb1+…+Zbn                          

= { x1b1+…+xnbn where each xi∈Z }



Question 1

If b1,…,bn∈Zm,                                     
is L(b1,…,bn) a lattice?



Answer 1

If b1,…,bn∈Zm,                                     
is L(b1,…,bn) a lattice?


Yes, because it is a subgroup of Zm, 
therefore a discrete subgroup of Rm.



Question 2

If b1,…,bn∈Qm,                                     
is L(b1,…,bn) a lattice?



Answer 2

If b1,…,bn∈Qm,                                     
is L(b1,…,bn) a lattice?

Yes, because it is can be reduced to 
the previous question.



Question 3

If b1,…,bn∈Rm,                                     
is L(b1,…,bn) a lattice?



Answer 3

If b1,…,bn∈Rm,                                     
is L(b1,…,bn) a lattice?

Not necessarily, even for n=2 and m=1: 
L(1,√2) is not a lattice because it is 
dense in R.



Question 4

Let L be a lattice of Rm and E be a 
subspace of Rm.                              


E∩L is a lattice


If F=E⊥, is projectionF(L) a lattice?



A Non-Trivial 
Lattice Theorem



However…

Th: Let L⊆Rm be non-empty. There is 
equivalence between:


L is a lattice.


∃b1,…,bn∈Rm linearly independent s.t. 
L=L(b1,…,bn): such (b1,…,bn) is called a basis 
of L and dim(L) :=n.

O



Proving “⇐”

Let b1,b2,...bn be linearly independent in Rm.

Consider an injective sequence (vi) of 
L=L(b1,...,bn) converging to 0.


∃!mi∈Zn s.t. vi=miB where B=(b1,...,bn).


Then mi=(viBt) (BBt)-1 converges to 0 but 
Zn is discrete: the mi’s must become 0.

Thus L is discrete.



Proving “⇒” by Induction

Induction over n = dim(span(L)).

If n=1:


Let b∈L be a shortest non-zero vector 
of L.


Then span(L)=Rb and L=Zb.



Now, assume that dim(span(L))=n. 

Let b∈L non-zero.


Then span(b)∩L=Zb1 because it is a 1-dim 
lattice. Let π be the projection over b1⟘. 


Claim 1: π(L) is a lattice whose dim is n-1.

Claim 2: If (π(b2),..., π(bn)) is a basis of 
π(L), then (b1,...,bn) is a basis of L.

Proving “⇒” by Induction



Proof of Claim 1

Note: the projection of a lattice may not be a 
lattice! Why?


span(b)∩L=Zb1 and π is the projection over b1⟘.


Consider an injective sequence π(vi) converging to 
0, where vi∈L.


|⟨vi,b1⟩|≤||b1||2/2 by lifting: vi=vi-⎣⟨vi,b1⟩/⟨b1,b1⟩⎤b1 


Then the vi’s are bounded: contradiction! Why?



Proof of Claim 2

Let (π(b2),..., π(bn)) is a basis of π(L). 

Let v∈L.


Then π(v)=x2π(b2)+…+xnπ(bn) for some xi∈Z.


And v-(x2b2+…+xnbn) ∈ L∩span(b1)=Zb1


So v=x1b1+…+xnbn where xi∈Z.


Hence: L = L(b1,…,bn).



Take Away

Key ideas

Projecting a lattice to decrease its 
dimension: quotient with a sublattice.

Lifting short projections into short 
lattice vectors.

v   =        π(v)          +     (v-π(v))

Projection∈subspace⟘ Lift∈subspace
∈lattice ∈lattice


